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MINOTTI MADRID PRESENTS THE 2021 COLLECTION IN A
RENEWED SPACE

The space, spanning a surface area of 300 sqm. on two levels, showcases the classic-contemporary

style of Minotti with a selection of furniture from the 2021 Collection, harmoniously mixed with some

of the company’s bestsellers and iconic favourites: “The setting hosting the new collection highlights the

dialogue between the architecture of the interiors and the design of the furniture, referencing their

textures and materials” says Diego Rodríguez.

On the ground floor, the space presents two different living areas, hosting the Alexander and Roger

seating systems by Rodolfo Dordoni. Roger, one of the most distinguishing designs of the 2021

Collection, is shown in the exclusive back-to-back version, in a particularly welcoming and striking

setting featuring a charming steel fireplace.

For the night area, a sophisticated master bedroom proposes the elegant Brasilia Bed by Marcio

Kogan / studio mk27 and the Torii seats by Nendo, which both play around with soft volumes and

simple shapes, distinctive feature of the projects by the Brazilian architect and the Japanese designer.

The protagonists of the floor below, set in an executive office environment, are the furniture of the

Studio Collection, launched last year by Minotti to offer a new, elegant interpretation of the

professional spaces in the office as well as at home: the Linha Studio writing desk and the Daiki Studio

seats, along with the Brasilia and Superquadra furnishings, all by Marcio Kogan / studio mk27.

The new look of Minotti Madrid reflects a bold design-oriented approach, with neutral, elegant shades,

characterised by discreet decorative elements that masterfully create a particularly inspiring backdrop

for the Minotti collection.

With this space, the company confirms its status as a reference point for all the design enthusiasts and

professionals in the Spanish capital, consolidating its presence in a historical market for the Minotti

brand.
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